**MATERIALS:**
(10) 2x6x8 Ft. Boards
2 ½-inch Pocket Screws
2 ½-inch Wood Screws
Wood Glue
Wood Biscuits (optional)
Tabletop Fasteners

**TOOLS:**
Tape Measure
Pencil
Carpenter’s Square
Drill
Circular Saw
Jigsaw or Bandsaw
Pocket Hole Jig
Biscuit Joiner (optional)
Clamps
Safety Glasses
Hearing Protection

**CUT LIST:**
(8) 2x6 @ 27 inches (legs and top rails)
(4) 2x6 @ 25 ½ inches (leg supports)
(2) 2x6 @ 21 inches (leg supports)
(2) 2x6 @ 39 inches (tabletop support)
(1) 2x6 @ 16 inches (tabletop support)
(7) 2x6 @ 62 inches (tabletop)
**STEP 1a and 1b – NOTCH OUT LEGS**
Measure, mark, and cut 2x6 boards to length. Use a jigsaw or bandsaw to notch out the legs as shown.
STEP 1c – BUILD THE LEGS
Drill 1 ½-inch pocket holes into bottom ends of legs and attach to bottom rails with 2 ½-inch pocket screws and wood glue.
STEP 2 – ADD LEG SUPPORTS

Measure, mark, and cut 2x6 boards to length. Drill 1 ½-inch pocket holes into the ends and attach as shown with 2 ½-inch pocket screws and wood glue.
STEP 3 – ATTACH TOP RAILS
Measure, mark, and cut 2x6 top rails to length. Pre-drill pilot holes and attach to legs with 2 ½-inch wood screws and wood glue.
STEP 4 – ATTACH SUPPORTS
Measure, mark, and cut 2x6 supports to length. Drill 1 ½-inch pocket holes and attach to legs with 2 ½-inch pocket screws and wood glue.
STEP 5 – BUILD TABLETOP
Measure, mark, and cut 2x6 tabletop boards to length. Apply wood glue to the edges of the boards and edge-join them – clamp and allow glue to dry. Optional: use wood biscuits to help with board alignment.
**STEP 7 – ATTACH TABLETOP TO BASE**

Center base over tabletop and attach base to tabletop with tabletop fasteners.

Sand, stain or paint, and finish as desired.